Inclusive Recruitment
Attracting candidates from a wide, diverse talent pool is a critical component
in ensuring your organisation has the opportunity to interview a diverse range
of candidates. Do you request diverse candidates from external recruiters? Are
you reaching out through as wide a range of channels as possible?
Potential candidates will research your organisation before applying for a
vacancy. What will they uncover about the values and culture of your
organisation? Do they see visible role models which represent people like them
in all areas of your business, including the top?
Proactive companies actively engage and reach out through channels where
they can gain access to diverse talent. We can provide guidance on how to do
this through our extensive network of contacts and partner organisation.
We are able to help your organisation with your talent sourcing and
development strategies that ensure fairness, consistency and objectivity as
well as how to avoid bias.
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EqualEngineers connects inclusive employers with diverse
talent in engineering and technology.

Unconscious Bias
Make the unconscious conscious. Our biases are wired in to who we are as
human beings; we cannot reduce them on demand as they happen naturally.
What we can do however, is be aware of them and understand how they may be
influencing our decisions without us even realising it.
Through our training we can introduce your organisation to the concept of
unconscious bias and provide examples relative to your industry which challenge
participants to think about their biases. We will provide general mechanisms/
interventions for mitigating and reducing the effects of bias within the
organisation. For smaller classes we can go into more detail for the areas of the
organisation within which workshop attendees work.
“Eurostar have been working with EqualEngineers since 2017, and
in this time Mark has helped us create, sense-check and roll-out our
Inclusion & Diversity strategy for the business. This has been very well
received, and has lead onto us using his expertise to deliver a full suite
of training on an introduction to diversity & unconscious bias. Our
executive management team to engineers to sales professionals and
everyone in between have been put through the training. Demand was
so strong that we have expedited the roll out across the wider
business to include sessions in Europe.
Through Mark’s extensive network of speakers, we have gained
access to speakers for our internal events, and have also benefitted
from the careers fair provision offered by EqualEngineers through
attending their London careers event.”
Claire Grant, HR Business Partner, Eurostar

Inclusive Leadership
All employees have a part to play in developing and maintaining an inclusive
culture. However, leaders have a particularly critical role to play as employees will
look to them for an indication of what is acceptable and what is the norm. Senior
leaders must show visible support for diversity and inclusion if culture change
programmes are to be effective – set the tone from the top from Chief Executive
downwards.
Our course teaches the core components of inclusive leadership, and develop the
soft-skills of participants to increase their emotional intelligence, self-awareness
and impact they have on others.

Mental Health First Aid
We all have mental health, just as we all have physical health. Although things are
improving, stigma still exists around mental ill health. As a society, we do not tend to
know how to take care of our mental health like we do our physical health.
Through our network of Associates, we are able to deliver the industry recognised
Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) England training courses: Adult MHFA half day, one
day and two day.
These courses can be used as an introduction to mental health or in order to
become a qualified champion or qualified mental health first-aider.

Confidence & Resilience Workshop
Low confidence can negatively impact the ability of an individual to perform
within a team. Repeated set-backs, time out of the industry and not in-role, a
redundancy or many other things can lead to an inability to perform well in an
interview due to low confidence. Our workshop looks at methods to build up
confidence, remain in a positive state, and how to build resilience in oneself to be
able to harbour any future challenges and remain focussed.

Inclusive Health and Safety
Health and Safety (H&S) is a major focus in high risk industries. Incidents are
bad for brand reputation and can take years to recover from. By investing in
mechanisms which bring teams together, you will be investing in creating a
positive health and safety culture.
High risk industries spend millions on safety awareness campaigns annually
in order to drive down Lost Time Incident Rates (LTIRs). The aim is to create a
culture where people can call out any issues when they see them without fear
of recrimination, the view being to drive towards constant improvements and
sharing of best practice.
Inclusive Health and Safety teaches the principles of inclusion to help bring
people together, understand their biases and create high performing teams.
Teams performing at this level operate in an interdependent culture where they
look out for one another: there is a just, ‘no-blame’ culture built on trust and
respect.

